This paper introduces an algorithm for determining data clusters called TILO/PRC (Topologically Intrinsic Lexicographic Ordering/Pinch Ratio Clustering). The theoretical foundation for this algorithm, developed in [14] , uses ideas from topology (particularly knot theory) suggesting that it should be very flexible and robust with respect to noise.
Introduction
Data mining is the search for patterns and structure in large sets of (often high dimensional) data. This data is generally in the form of vectors, which one thinks of as points sampled from some underlying probability measure. This probability measure may be a sum of probability measures corresponding to different types of points, in which case one expects the different types of points to form geometrically distinguishable clusters.
Clustering algorithms fall into a number of categories determined by the assumptions they make about the underlying probability measures and their approach to searching for clusters [6, 13] . The K-means algorithm [10] assumes that the underlying measures are Gaussian distributions centered at K points throughout a Euclidean space. Hierarchical clustering algorithms [3, 22] arrange the data points by building a tree in either a top-down or bottom up manner. This allows much more flexibility of the model and the metric, but for many of these algorithms, the final structure is dependent on the order in which the tree is constructed.
Graph partitioning algorithms translate the data points into a graph with weighted edges in which the weights reflect the similarity between points in whatever metric is most natural for the given type of data. The clusters are defined by subgraphs that can be separated from the whole graph by removing relatively few edges. Graph clusters should come very close to realizing the Cheeger constant for the graph and there are algorithms for finding them based on linear programming [17] as well as spectral analysis of the Laplacian of the adjacency matrix [4] . Carlsson and Memoli [1] recently introduced a hierarchical clustering method based on encoding the data as a simplicial complex (a generalization of a graph), giving the algorithm a very strong grounding in topology.
In [14] another topological approach to graph clustering was suggested, based on the idea of thin position for knots and 3-manifolds [9, 20] . In the context of 3-manifolds, thin position determines minimal genus Heegaard splittings, which are related to minimal surfaces [19] and the Cheeger constant [15] . In [14] thin position was translated into the framework of graph partitioning/clustering. The present paper describes and studies the resulting algorithm that we will call TILO (for Topologically Intrinsic Lexicographic Ordering). TILO makes few assumptions about the underlying structure of the data. For example it does not make the assumption that the clusters are of equal size or the assumption of similar cluster shapes. It also does not need to know the desired number of clusters.
TILO returns a linear ordering of the vertices of a graph in which it considers as strongly irreducible (see below in Theorem 2.1). A linear ordering o is a permutation of the integer indices of the vertices of a graph. If a graph contains vertices v i for 0 ≤ i < N then the ith vertex of order o is v o(i) . TILO guarantees that all of the local minima associated with the ordering are valid locations to split the graph into pinch clusters (see below in Definition 2.1). The ordering that TILO returns may have a large number of local minima, some reflecting the structure of the data and other resulting from noise. To address the question of selecting from the valid locations found by TILO to create the desired number of clusters, we created the pinch ratio clustering algorithm (PRC).
A road map of the paper is as follows. In section 2, the mathematical foundation from [14] is summarized and the TILO algorithm is presented. In section 3, we propose a new measure called pinch ratio which is based on concept of a topological thin position and thick width. We then present the pinch ratio clustering algorithm (PRC). In section 4, we evaluate TILO and PRC on real world data sets and in comparison to other common clustering algorithms. The appendix contains the experimental parameters.
Topologically
Intrinsic Lexicographic Ordering The TILO algorithm was inspired by a technique called thin position that has been used in knot theory and 3-dimensional topology [9, 20] . Thin position has been shown to be related to Cheeger constants [15] and to minimal surfaces [19] . The TILO algorithm uses a linear ordering of the vertices of a graph to induce a "width" and then looks for ways to modify the order to find "thinner" orderings.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph, where V is the set of N vertices and E the set of (weighted or unweighted) edges. We will assume that each edge has distinct endpoints. For a vertex subset A ⊂ V, the denote the complement asĀ = V \ A. For a vertex subset A ⊂ V, the boundary ∂A ⊂ E is the set of edges with one endpoint in A and the other endpoint in the complementĀ. The size of the boundary |∂A| is the sum of the edge weights. A weight value of one is used for a graph with unweighted edges. There is no universally agreed upon definition of a cluster, but roughly speaking one would want it to have a relatively small boundary relative to the weights of the edges that do not cross its boundary. We will use the following definition from [14] : Definition 2.1. A pinch cluster is a set of vertices A ⊂ V with the property that for any sequence of vertices w 1 , . . . , w m , if adding w 1 , . . . , w m to A or removing w 1 , . . . , w m from A creates a set with smaller boundary then for some k < m, adding/removing w 1 , . . . , w k to/from A creates a set with strictly larger boundary.
In other words, if you add a sequence of vertices to A or remove a sequence of vertices from A one at a time, the boundary size must increase before it decreases.
Let ordering o be a permutation of the integers zero to N -1. Define the set of vertices A i with respect to ordering o and vertices V={v 0 , . . . , 
let k be an index with value v 10.
if k ≤ b then 11.
cyclic shift k to b + 1 in order o 12. else 13.
cyclic shift k to c in order o 14.
end The width of the ordering o is the values of array b sorted into non-increasing order. We will compare the widths of different orderings using lexicographic (dictionary) ordering: Given widths u and v then u < v if there is a value i such that u i < v i and u j = v j for every j < i. In other words, start from the front of the arrays and find the first element in which they disagree and make the comparison based on that element.
The TILO algorithm is presented in Figure 1 . The algorithm uses a family of permutations called shifts to reduce the width of an initial ordering. When the width can no longer be reduced, the ordering is called strongly irreducible and the local minimums in the boundary array indicate locations where the vertices can be partitioned into two pinch clusters. To discuss the algorithm, we need to define the additional terms, slope, flat, and shift.
The slope s A (v) of a vertex v ∈ V with respect to subset A ⊂ V is the sum of the edge weights from v to vertices inĀ minus the sum of the edge weights from v to vertices in A. If v / ∈ A then this is the amount that the boundary |∂A| will increase if we add v into the set. If v ∈ A, this is the amount |∂A| will decrease if we remove it from A. A cyclic shift on a subsequence of integers will move each integer to the left (or right) by one with wrapping around the ends of the subsequence.
Given an initial sequence
. .] then cyclic shifting i to j moves all of the elements from i to j left one location and wraps i around to j's location:
. .] and cyclic shifting j to i moves all of the elements from i to j right one location and wraps j around to i's location:
. .] where x i is the integer value of the sequence at the ith location and y is the sequence resulting from the shift.
The TILO algorithm presented in Figure 1 can be summarized as calculate the boundary of the current ordering, find and apply the best valid shift for each maximum flat of the boundary, repeat until then are no more shifts. TILO uses Lemma 3 of [14] to determine if a shift is valid. This criterion is implemented in lines 7 and 8 of Figure 1 . Verbally, this is saying that any location k from the end of the previous local minimum flat to the start location b of the current maximum flat is valid if slope s b,k and expression
] means the weight of the edge between vertices v o(k) and v o(b+1) . If k is valid then cyclic shifting k to b + 1 in o will result in a new boundary array with all values less than or equal to the values in the current boundary array. The second part of the condition is saying that any location k from the end location c of the current maximum flat to the start of the next location minimum flat is a valid location if slope s c,k less than zero and expression
is greater than zero. If k is valid then cyclic shifting k to c will reduce the boundary array values. The location k that is selected is the one with the largest expression value as that corresponds to the amount that the boundary at the maximum flat location will be reduced. Lemma 3 of [14] guarantees these shifts will strictly reduce the width of the ordering.
When TILO stops due to there being no more valid shifts, then the following theorem from [14] holds. Theorem 2.1. Given any initial ordering, if one repeatedly applies shifts that strictly reduce the width of the ordering, the process will terminate with a strongly irreducible ordering after a finite number of steps. In a strongly irreducible ordering, if i is a local minimum with respect to width then A i and its complement are pinch clusters.
TILO is a greedy algorithm and is not guaranteed to find an ordering with the globally minimal width. But Theorem 2.1 guarantees that it will converged to an ordering with a locally minimal width and that all local minima in the corresponding boundary array are locations at which the vertices can be partitioned into a pair of pinch clusters. An interesting facet of TILO is how it is greedy. It does not greedily search orderings to create good local minimums. Instead, it reduces the local maxima first as they are the leading terms in the width of the ordering. After it finishes squeezing the local maxima, the local minima are also set. Normally, TILO stops as soon as the local minima and local maxima are fixed. By a slight extension of Lemma 3 of [14] TILO can run until the width at all locations is minimized. This can be useful if we want to use the width of an ordering to select between two different runs of TILO.
An example of running TILO on a small graph is provide in Figure 2 
The internal loop of TILO is fast as its operations are simple. The boundary and the slopes s i,j can be pre-calculated and incrementally updated based on the range of the shifts. An additional note for step 5 of the TILO algorithm is needed as care must be taken to not have overlapping shifts. If d was used in the reducing the previous maximum flat and the local minimum flat is just the single location d then the next maximum flat would need to start its search at a + 1, which would be d + 1.
Pinch Ratio Clustering
The boundary array associated with strongly irreducible ordering will have sets of local minima and local maxima. Any local minima can be selected to form a pinch cluster. Any measure of cluster quality may be used to make the selection, such as normalized cut [21] . Using our notation, the normalized cut value of the sets A k andĀ k is (3.1)
This normalizes the local cut value b k by the volumes of the two partitions. We propose using the additional information available in array b when TILO finishes to create a measure that we call the pinch ratio. The pinch ratio will use the idea of a thick width which is the minimum over all possible ordering of the max cut of a set. The thick width give us a measure of the internal cohesiveness of a set. The max cut of a set is the largest boundary of a binary partitioning of the set. When restricted to an ordering, it is the largest value in the boundary array. TILO reduces this value. We have two thick widths, one for A k and one forĀ k . We use the smaller thick width in determining the pinch ratio.
The pinch ratio at a location k is the ratio of the thin position width over the thick width. In terms of the boundary, it is
where p ≤ k < q is the range of interest in the boundary (typically, p = 0 and q = N − 1). To motivate the idea, think of a rubber band stretched over the point set at linear position k with the tension in the rubber band proportional to the cost of cutting the adjacency graph of the point set into sets A k andĀ k (i.e., the boundary value b k ). The rubber band could be pulled off by either going over set A k or setĀ k . Either set is traversed in the given linear order and the tension in the rubber band at each location is proportional to the boundary at that location. The thick width is the minimum maximum effort needed to remove the rubber band, i.e. the minimum of the maximum boundary from each set. Since TILO reduces the maximum boundary values until it reaches a strongly irreducible ordering, the maximum boundary of A k can be viewed as an approximation to the minimum max cut of A k with respect to the entire graph.
Pinch ratio clustering uses the pinch ratio to find a good location to split the current set with the range of the max operators in the denominator of (3.2) limited to the current set. The pinch ratio clustering algorithm PRC is presented in Figure 3 . FindSplit(C,o) in lines 4 and 15 of PRC returns the value and location of the best pinch ratio in the set C with respect to the order o. If no split locations are found then infinity is returned for the value and minus one for the location. Lines 13 and 14 are not needed if three or fewer clusters are to be found. PRC(graph G, order o, number of partitions k) 1. run TILO on G and o 2. initialize Q to empty min priority queue 3. C ← {i|i ∈ o} 4. q,t ← FindSplit(C,o) 5. enqueue tuple (q,t,C) on to Q 6. while length of Q < k do 7.
if no split location t i then 9.
break out of while loop 10.
end-if 11.
for y in {j, k} do 13.
p ← MoveToFront(C y ,o) 14.
run TILO on G and p restricted to C y 15.
q y ,t y ← FindSplit(C y ,p) 16.
enqueue tuple (q y ,t y ,C y ) on to Q 17. end-while 18. return Q // each C j in Q represents // a different cluster Figure 3 : The Pinch Ratio Clustering Algorithm Line 13's MoveToFront creates a new order with cluster C y at the beginning of the order. Note that running TILO in line 14 is done to get a better estimate of the thick width, rather than to find new pinch clusters. To save computation, lines 13 and 14 can be skipped by using the thick width estimates from the initial TILO run. The PRC algorithm is presented using the parameter k for the number of partitions. An alternative form of the algorithm is to pass in a threshold value . Then the while loop would stop when the pinch ratio value q i in line 7 becomes greater than and a variable number of partitions is returned. If a hierarchical clustering is desired then the while loop would run until there are no more split locations. An addition data structure would be used to record the parent-child relationship of the split in line 11.
Experimental Results
In this section we present a number of experiments to show the efficacy of TILO/PRC 1 . We used one synthetic 2D data set and seven real world data sets. The 2D synthetic example was motivated by [13, Figure 2] with 1200 points sampled from eight distributions. The distributions are described in the appendix and the actual point samples used in the experiments are available at the same location as the PRC source code. The real world datasets include iris, glass, vote, ionosphere, OQ, and UV from [7] and 14cancer from [11] . The OQ and UV data sets are subsets of the overall letter data set. Items with missing attributes were removed and only the training sets were used, if partitioned into training and testing. The attributes were converted into numerical values, but otherwise no feature preprocessing was done. Gaussian similarity function s(x i , x j ) = exp(
) was used for the iris, 2Dsyn, and vote datasets. The k-nearest neighbor similarity was used for the remaining datasets. The knearest neighbor similarity used is 1 for both points if either point is one of the k nearest to the other point, and 0 otherwise. The values of k and σ were chosen using the heuristics presented in [16] of k ≈ log(N ) + 1 and σ being the average distance to the kth nearest neighbor where N is the number of data points.
Clustering algorithms DBScan [5], Affinity Propagation [8] , Mean Shift [2] , Spectral Clustering [21] , and K Means [10] were used for comparison. The scikit [18] implementations of the algorithms were used. The parameters settings for each the algorithms was generated by scikit's implementation. The data sets have class labels which were used to evaluated the performance of the clustering algorithms. The number of classes of each data set was used as the desired number of clusters. The performance was measured by purity and Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [12] . Purity is the classification rate with the majority vote of a cluster selecting the cluster's class label. It is easy to understand, but fails as the number of predicted clusters becomes larger than the number of class labels. The ARI is a popular approach to compare the similarity of two different partitions. The predicted partitions were compared to the partition created from the ground truth class labels.
The first set of experiments investigated selecting the partitions from the lexicographic order generated by TILO using the best pinch ratio (3.2) values and using the best normalized cut (3.1) values on the iris data set. The iris data set has three classes with one class linearly separable from the other two. One thousand random initial orderings were processed by TILO and for each, three clusters were formed by selecting the local minimums with the best pinch ratio values and the best normalized cut values. A histogram of the purity values of the resulting partitions are plotted in Figure 4a for pinch ratio and in Figure 4b for normalized cut. The peak for pinch ratio is higher than the peak for normalized cut (0.96 vs. 0.89). This pattern was repeated in the other data sets with the exception of the two letters sets OQ and UV. In those cases the peaks were so low that it does not seem relevant (see Figures  4h and 4i for the ARI histograms). The ARI histograms of running TILO/PRC on one thousand random initial orderings of the data sets is presented in Figure 4 .
The first experiment demonstrated that the pinch cluster definition used in TILO can correspond to meaningful clusters in real data sets. Since both the pinch ratio and the normalized cut measures used the same sets of possible cut locations from TILO, we conclude that the extra topological information in the linear ordering does provide useful information for creating clusters and that the thick width of the pinch ratio is a reasonable measure of a cluster.
The second set of experiments involved running TILO ten times on each data set with random initial linear orderings, then selecting the final ordering with the smallest lexicographic width. TILO was allowed to completely reduce the lexicographical order (TILO can also stop as soon as the local minima and maxima are determined). This order was then used to determine the clusters using pinch ratio and using normalized cut. The other clustering algorithms were also applied to each data set. Ten separate trails were also used for K means. The number of desired clusters was supplied to TILO/NCUT, TILO/PRC, K Means, and spectral clustering. The other algorithms automatically determined the number of clusters. In the third set of experiments, the cluster labels from the other algorithms were used to set the initial ordering for TILO by grouping points with the same label into a contiguous segments. The results from both experiments are presented in Figure 5 . The brown bars present the performance of the original algorithm. The orange bars present the performance of TILO/PRC with the initial ordering based on the clusters from the other algorithm. Performance was measured using ARI. For some of the data sets, the poor performance of DBscan, Affinity Propagation, and/or Mean Shift is due to the mismatch of the number of predicted classes and the number of actual classes. For example on the iris data set, Affine Propagation predicted 21 clusters yielding a purity of 0.97 but an ARI of only 0.19. On iris, both DBscan and Mean Shift predicted two classes. It is assumed that the performance of these algorithms could be improved by tuning some of their parameters instead of using the default settings.
To help understand the effect of using another algorithm's clustering to seed the initial linear order, histograms of running TILO/PRC on one thousand random initial orderings of the data sets is presented in Figure 4 . For the iris, vote, and cancer data sets, the results of the initialized TILO/PRC end up in the peak area of the histograms. For those sets, the initialization does not help as TILO/PRC was already performing well from the random initialization. For 2Dsyn and glass, the initialization help select a partitioning at the high edge of the histogram (0.63 for 2Dsyn and 0.27 for glass). For ionosphere, the initialization did not help and for most of the algorithms, they performed worse than the best of ten random initialization. This may be the result of the heavy tail on the lower side of the peak in the histogram. The OQ and UV data sets are interesting in that the original performance of all of the algorithms had very poor ARI. The scores are so close to zero that they don't look like they are plotted on the graphs in Figures 5g and 5h . However, TILO/PRC found a very good partitioning for OQ when initialized with DBScan or Mean Shift and found a very good partitioning for UV when initialized with Affinity Propagation or Mean Shift. The purity (classification accuracy) of the UV clusters is 0.997 for both and of the OQ clusters is 0.925 and 0.89. Those scores would not be bad for a supervised learning algorithm and are outstanding for an unsupervised learning algorithm. As can be seen from Figures 4i and 4h , the histograms for both UV and OQ are very heavy close to zero implying for those data sets randomly selecting an initial order that converges to a good partitioning is unlikely. Table 1 presents the average CPU times of 1000 runs of TILO on the data sets. In addition, synthetic EvenOdd graphs were timed. In the EvenOdd graph, each node has 100 random edges of which 70 are to nodes with the same parity and 30 to nodes with opposite parity. The running time of TILO depends on the number of cyclic shifts needed to reduce the order. The computational cost of a shift depends on the number of nodes involved (updating the order) and their edges (updating boundary and slopes). All runs used a single core of a Intel Xeon E5620 CPU running at 2.40 GHz.
Conclusion
This paper presents TILO and TILO/PRC algorithms. These algorithms provide a novel computational approach for determining clusters based on a principled theoretical foundation in geometric topology. Experiments show that good partitions can be selected from TILO's ordering using either pinch ratio or normalized cut. Pinch ratio has a clear advantage when the size of the partitions are not expected to be equal. Experiments also demonstrate that TILO can converge to a very good partitioning over a number of real world data sets. As a greedy algorithm, TILO can become stuck in a local minimum far from the global minimum. Experiments show that it can be useful to initialized TILO with the clustering results of another algorithm. As the computational cost of PRC and TILO is not large, the authors suggest that data analysts try refining their results with TILO/PRC.
For very large data sets, the linear scan of TILO can become a bottom neck. In future work, we plan to investigate a k branched ordering instead of a linear ordering. This could enable a pairwise branch update that would scale to very large data sets. Another future direction will be to incorporate semi-supervised learning and outlier detection into TILO/PRC. 
